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Group Structure
Highbourne Group Limited, through our brands City Plumbing, The Bathroom Showroom, PTS, The Underfloor Heating Store, Plumbnation, DHS, NSS and Plumbworld is one of the

largest merchants operating in the UK’s plumbing and heating sector. Our businesses serve trade customers and consumers across the new build, social housing and repairs and
maintenance sectors of the residential and commercial construction categories. We’ve grown to over 3,000 colleagues across more than 350 branches and sites around the UK and
Ireland. We also have the largest network of dedicated bathroom showrooms across the UK, called The Bathroom Showroom. We have built a reputation for selling quality plumbing
and products to the trade, wholesale and online and pride ourselves on our personal customer service and dedicated partnerships with our suppliers.
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Supply Chain Issues In The Energy Efficiency Sector

●

Supply chain issues continue to dog the Energy Efficiency sector. These have come about through various
factors including the following:
○ Brexit
○ COVID 19
○ Political Unrest Affecting Raw Materials

●

The Energy Efficiency sector is booming. Fueled by Uk government incentives and private sector demands
towards energy transition, new projects are materialising at a rapid pace. However, as with ‘traditional’ energy
projects, the construction and operation of the EE projects can be entirely derailed by supply chain issues. We
must consider the supply chain risks that are most likely to arise on EE projects, and what stakeholders can
do to mitigate them.

●

The rising cost of raw materials, labour shortages & transportation costs, may delay construction and lead to
disputes between contractors and clients, for example. However, certain unique features of Energy Efficiency
projects make supply chain disruption even more likely. We will discuss these over next slide:
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Supply Chain Issues In The Energy Efficiency Sector

●

Concentration of raw materials:
Certain raw materials that are essential to Energy Efficiency projects are only available in a few countries i.e.
Ukraine & Russia produce a large amount of the worlds Neon & Lithium for example. Computer chips and
circulating pumps are causing huge issues for manufacturers currently also.
This greatly increases the risk of supply chain disruption caused by regulatory changes, trade restrictions, and
political instability. When coupled with rocketing demand, it can also cause abrupt price hikes that may delay
construction or disrupt market pricing.

●

Limited number of players:
The Energy Efficiency boom has also created rising demand for parts and equipment. As mentioned above However,
new entrants have found it difficult to achieve full-scale operations rapidly enough to compete with larger, existing
manufacturers, which can result in unexpected insolvencies and difficulties in accessing alternative suppliers.

●

ESG: Although renewable energy projects have a positive impact on the environment because they assist with the
transition to net zero, they often rely heavily on the mining of certain raw materials and the availability of land to
construct new projects. As a result, they can affect workers, local and indigenous communities, and the surrounding
environment, in both the countries where the raw materials are sourced and the countries where the projects are
ultimately built.ronmental abuses, or risk significant fines or legal challenges.

●

There is no silver bullet here for stakeholders to mitigate these risks, but there are ways to effect these:
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What Can Be Done To Help Mitigate The issues Going Forward
●

Clients and contractors should carefully consider which manufacturers / products are required and factor the risk
of price changes or shortages into their budgeting and timing (*very difficult under current conditions).
Contractors in particular may seek to avoid setting prices at the outset of a long project, or ensure there is a
suitable mechanism for incorporating price changes into the overall contract price.

●

Stakeholders should understand as much of the supply chain as possible and communicate regularly with
suppliers / distributors. They should check all suppliers thoroughly, develop a contingency plan regarding
alternative suppliers and put in place appropriate risk mitigation measures, such as escrow arrangements for
technology and insurance policies.

●

As much notice should be given during the planning / design stages of projects to supplier / distributors
around program times & when products would be expected to hit sites. The chosen supplier & distributor can
them work to put appropriate stock in place & potentially ‘ring fence’ for the project / client ensuring continuity
of supply.

●

Work with suppliers to understand if ‘pinch points’ will be hit due to that suppliers other commitments to the
market. If these will cause issues plan around 2 x suppliers product sets to make sure a fall back is in place
should market conditions cause supplier delivery failures. We have seen such actions taken by customers
recently.
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Planning Ahead for Housing
‘The Customer Perspective’
David Wells
Executive Director
Operations at
Wrekin Housing Group

Net Zero Carbon ?

Affordable Warmth ?

What Customers Are Telling Us !

Net Zero Carbon ?

Affordable Warmth ?
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Now to 2025:
• Talk to Employees and Tenants
• Strengthen In-House Support (Income & Energy)
• Complete Work – All at Band C
• Pilot New Technologies & Capture Learning
• Develop In-House Training – Retrofit and New Technologies.
• Start Saving £5m per year
2025-2028:
• 100% Retrofit Assessment Completed
• Understand and Model Data – Develop Programmes
• First Wave of Investment – Energy Capture
2028-2030:
• Start moving Band C homes, to Bands A & B
2030-2040:
• Conversion of Heating Systems
• All New Homes Net Zero Carbon
2050:
• All Homes and Business Activities Net Zero Carbon
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